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Advanced Applications of 
Evolution processes in Solutions 

of Interacting Polymers 

In this work the experimental technique, which allows investigate the 
processes of artificial evolution, is offered. Artificial evolution processes 
occur in solutions of polymers capable to form hydrophilic interpolymer 
associates. Those processes are caused by external action, for example, 
periodical heating of solution of interacting polymers. The observation of 
phase transition shows that evolution processes can be governed by exter
nal action in special way. Here we show the relationship of experiments 
that ensure artificial evolution in systems of the specified type in physical 
chemistry of polymers with processes in nanotechnology and processes in 
sociology and economic disciplines. Such approach is prevalent for sys
tems having large number of elements and specified relations between its 
elements. 
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Әре кет те се тін по ли мер лер дің 
ері тін ді сін де жа сан ды  

эво лю цияны пай да ла ну дың  
жа ңа мүм кін дік те рі

Жұ мыс та жа сан ды эво лю цияның про це сс те рін зерт теу ге мүм кін
дік бе ре тін экс пе ри мен тал ды тех ни ка ұсы ныл ған. Зер те ліп жат қан 
жа сан ды эво лю цияның про це сс те рі гид ро филь ді ин тер по ли мер лі 
ас со циат тар құ рас ты ра ала тын по ли мер ері тін ді сін де өте ді. Эво лю
циялық про це сс тер ді ерек ше ама лы мен бас қа ры ла ты ны фа за лық 
өт кел дер дің экс пе ри мен тал ды зерт теуі көр сет ті. Бұл жұ мыс та кел ті
ріл ген тип те гі жүйе лер де жа сан ды эво лю цияның жү рі сің кам та ма сыз 
ете тін экс пе ри ме нт тер дің  тек по ли мер лер дің фи зи ка лық хи миясы на 
емес, бас қа да на но тех но ло гия мен әлеу мет тікэко но ми ка лық ғы лым 
сияқ ты са ла лар ға тән еке ні көр се тіл ген. Бұл тә сіл де ме әр эле мент 
бас қа эле ме нт тер мен бел гі лі бір жол мен әре кет те се тін сан сыз эле ме
нт тер ден құ ры ла тын жүйе лер ді зерт теу де кең та рал ған бо лып ке ле ді.

Tүйін  сөз дер: жа сан ды эво лю ция, гид ро филь дік ин тер по ли мер
лік ас со циат тар, фа за лық өт кел.
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Но вые воз мож нос ти  
ис поль зо ва ния про цес сов  
ис ку сст вен ной эво лю ции  

в раст во рах  
взаимо дей ст вую щих  

по ли ме ров

В ра бо те пред ло же на экс пе ри мен тальная тех ни ка, поз во ляющая 
исс ле до вать про цес сы ис ку ст вен ной эво лю ции. Исс ле дуемые про
цес сы ис ку ст вен ной эво лю ции про те кают в раст во рах по ли ме ров, 
ко то рые спо соб ны об ра зо вы вать гид ро филь ные ин тер по ли мер ные 
ас со циаты. Экс пе ри мен тальное исс ле до ва ние фа зо вых пе ре хо дов 
по ка за ло, что про цес сы эво лю ции мо гут уп рав ляться с по мощью 
внеш не го воз дейст вия спе ци фич ным об ра зом. В дан ной ра бо те по
ка за на связь экс пе ри мен тов, обес пе чи вающих про те ка ние ис ку ст вен
ной эво лю ции в сис те мах ука зан но го ти па, ха рак тер ных не толь ко для 
фи зи чес кой хи мии по ли ме ров, но и для дру гих от рас лей, вк лю чая 
на но тех но ло гии и со ци альноэко но ми чес кие нау ки. Дан ный под ход 
яв ляет ся расп рост ра нен ным при исс ле до ва нии сис тем, сос тоя щих из 
боль шо го чис ла эле мен тов, где каж дый эле мент сис те мы взаимо дей
ст вует оп ре де лен ным об ра зом с дру ги ми эле мен та ми.

Клю че вые сло ва: ис ку сст вен ная эво лю ция, гид ро филь ные ин тер
по ли мер ные ас со циаты, фа зо вый пе ре ход.
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Introduction

The question about the nature of evolution mechanisms, which 
preceded the biological one, still remains open [1-3]. In many 
respects, it is connected with the fact that till today there are no 
generally accepted means of experimental check of the hypotheses 
designed for finding the way on which prebiological evolution 
occurred.

In work [3] the concept which allows to dig up the mechanism 
of prebiological evolution on the basis of the new alternative to 
the Darwinist point of view, using hypothesis of casual mutations 
(wider – fluctuations) with the subsequent fixing of favorable signs 
as the driving force of evolution was formulated. The concept [3] 
is based on the proof of analogy between partially dissociating 
macromolecule and a neural network. It is possible to show [3] that 
any molecule of polymer getting an electrostatic charge due to partial 
dissociation of functional groups automatically becomes analog of 
the Hopfield’s neuroprocessor in which the role of separate neurons 
is played by the functional groups capable to get a nonzero charge 
at the expense of dissociation. Electrostatic fields created by no 
compensated charges go in the role of feedback. The output state 
of neurons analogs is described by logical variables (1 – there is a 
charge, 0 – there is no charge). 

Based on the analogy between partially dissociating 
macromolecule and a neural network, it is possible to offer the 
following mechanism of prebiological evolution [3]. According to 
[3], the system of any nature is treated as «complex» on condition 
that there is complementary to it an analog of a neural network.

At the first stage of evolution the complexity is in transformation 
of communications between its elements which is treated as 
evolution of a neural network (or its analog), complementary to the 
system under consideration. At the second stage, the neural network 
carries out the directed «choice» of the elements, which are most 
answering to a new state. 

Consideration of a number of social and economic systems [4,5] 
allows to show that such mechanism of evolution, apparently, is the 
general, i.e. it is applicable to the description of any nature systems. It 
can be explained as follows. The nature of new quality which appears 
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in complex system at the first stage of evolution can 
be only informational: this quality corresponds to 
simple set of system elements in the same way as 
the consciousness of the person corresponds to set of 
neurons that make up a human brain. 

Comparison to social and economic systems (in 
particular, being considered in [4,5]) is important 
due to the fact that the appearing new quality can 
be treated as the macroscopic regulator, not only 
the providing selection of system elements, but also 
showing such functions as the distributed memory, 
specific reactions to external influences, etc. In 
other words, at this stage of evolution the system, in 
a certain extent, gains property of self-directing its 
further development. 

This conclusion is nontrivial and far from the 
conventional. This is why it is extremely important 
to find the experimental evidence of the adequacy of 
proposed evolution mechanism, which is the main 
goal of this work.

Experimental

Materials. Polyacrylic acid (PAA) with 
molecular weight 2.5x105 (Aldrich Chemical Co., 
USA) was used without additional purification.

N-vinylcaprolactam (Aldrich) was freshly
distilled. Polycaprolactam was prepared by radical 
polymerization in glass ampoules in the presence 
of AIBN initiator. N-vinylcaprolactam 11, 64 g 
(83.62 mmol) and 27 mg (0.16 mmol) of AIBN were 
dissolved in 71 g of toluene and the polymerization 
solution was purged for 30 min with argone to 
remove oxygen. Polymerization was conducted for 
24 hrs at 70 °C. After the polymerization, the solution 
was cooled to room temperature and poured to the 
excess of diethylether. The precipitated polymer was 
purified by intensive reprecipitation from toluene to 
diethylether (3x) and dried to constant weight.

Molecular weight characteristics and 
polydispersity of obtained polymers was detected 
by gel permeation chromatography. Gel permeation 
chromatography was performed by GPC Aligent 
1100 series RI detector.

Methods. The scheme of the used installation 
gathered to initiate a process which can be treated as 
artificially stimulated evolution is submitted in Fig. 
1. Ditch (1) is filled with the studied solution, its
walls are made of the plane-parallel glasses polished
with an optical accuracy. In the center of ditch the
heating spiral (2) made of a nichrome wire 0,1 mm
in a diameter in the form of a ring is located.

The optical system provides registration of the 
optical transmission coefficient of the medium, 
which changes as a result of interpolymer reactions.

Heating of a spiral is carried out periodically, 
and the range of temperature fluctuations captures 
the temperature at which phase transition occurs due 
to the formation of insoluble and/or partially soluble 
component. In other words, at such fluctuations, 
the hydrogen bonds [6, 7] stabilizing a product of 
interpolymer reaction (hydrophilic interpolymer 
associate, HIA) are destroyed, then formed again. 
They represent grids/fragments of the grids existing in 
the dynamic mode, and one of the interacting polymers 
acts as the cross-agent. It is necessary to emphasize that 
HIA is the new and low-studied class of interpolymer 
reactions products. However, already at this stage of 
research it can be stated that HIA forms the whole range 
of interpolymer reaction products [6,7] that should be 
expected due to the liability of their structure.

Destruction and formation of communications in 
such labile system as HIA can be considered, taking 
into account results [3], in terms of the change of 
weight coefficients of neural networks formed 
by fragments of polyelectrolyte macromolecules. 
(Weight coefficients are defined by distances between 
functional groups.) In other words, at formation 
and destruction of the hydrogen communications 
stabilizing HIA rewriting of information actually 
takes place. 

Further, at repeated rewriting of information 
(that is provided with periodic nature of temperature 
indignation) the system of considered type aspires to 
certain rather steady state. Mathematically it can be 
described as transition to a limit of the following type.

Sn=1 = (I = A) Sn,          n →∞              (1) 

where Sn is a vector, describing the state of the 
system at the n-rated iteration, A is an operator of 
information rewriting, I is the unit operator. The exi-
stence of this limit already means that the system 
evolves, as some steady state capable to reproduc-
tion of information appears in it. (This, obviously, is 
the primary necessary condition for the appearance 
of inherited information.)

Thus, in despite of the simplicity of the used 
technique, it really can be used for initiation of 
artificial evolution, at least, understood in the sense 
of generating self-replicating information.

Results and discussion

The example of the data registered by means 
of the scheme in Fig. 1 is presented in Fig. 2. The 
schedule represents a fragment of dependence of 
relative intensity of an optical signal from time at 
periodic heating in the set mode. Measurements were 
made using 2% polyvinylkaprolactam solution (PVK)
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It can be seen that the shape of the observed 
oscillations is noticeably different from the square 
and that allows tracing kinetics of phase transition. 
It is also visible that in this case (pure solution) 
effects connected with any transformations of the 
environment don’t take place.

Addition low-molecular salt in solution, as it 
is known in [8], leads to an increase in speed of 
phase transition. (It seems to be connected with the 
bigger amplitude of local change of thermodynamic 
variables.) At a concentration of 0.3% sodium 

Figure 1 – The scheme of experimental installation providing start of artificial evolution 
processes by means of periodic heating; 1 is a ditch with the studied solution, 2 is a heating 
spiral, 3,4 are iris diaphragms, 5 is  lens providing formation of a parallel beam of light, 6 is 

the focusing lens, 7 is the light source, 8 is the optical receiver.

Figure 2 – Dependence of relative intensity of an optical signal from time, 
С (PVK) = 2%, T = 2400 ms, τ = 30 ms

chloride more complex fluctuations occur in the 
system. The corresponding example is presented in 
Fig. 3.

It is evident that in the spectrum of the detected 
signal additional low-frequency components 
appears. As it is well known [9], the modulation 
of oscillations induced by external influences, in 
a nonlinear system takes place when such system 
possesses own resonant properties. In this case 
conditions when own damped oscillation is sustained 
due to energy of an external source are realized.
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It is also visible in Fig. 3 that the studied system 
spontaneously can pass from one mode into another, 
and this transition is carried out by jump. The new 
state is characterized by hyper sensibility of system 
to external influences that is expressed in sharp 
increase in amplitude of fluctuations, and also in 
appearance of additional low-frequency components 
in a range of the registered signal. 

The regular fluctuations or fluctuations close 
to the regular ones are mainly observed in solution 
which contains only one polymer. If the solution 
contains two interacting polymer (the system of 
PAA + PVK which as it was noted above, forms 
a hydrophilic interpolymer associate, and an 
interpolymer complex) then observed fluctuations, 
as usually, lose their regularity. The corresponding 
example is presented in Fig. 4 (the data obtained 
in a stoichiometric concentration ratio of PAA and 
PVK). Comparing this result with the data in [5,6], 
in which it was shown that in the region of HIA 
existence  interpolymer reaction between PAA and 
PVK provides a wide range of products, we can 
see that the system is really experiencing major 
transformation. 

Thus, periodic indignation of the solution 
containing polymers capable to form both HIA, and 
PKI really provides effects that can be interpreted 
as restructuring of the supramolecular structures 
formed by interaction of macromolecules.

Conclusion

Thus, in work the simple technique that 
provides periodic destruction and formation 

of the communications stabilizing HIA and/or 
interpolymer complexes is offered. The analogy 
between partially dissociating macromolecules and 
neural networks allows considering such periodic 
process in terms of repeated rewritable information 
in separate fragments of macromolecules. The 
transition to equilibrium state is achieved by 
multiple direct and reverse phase transitions in this 
case is interpreted as the appearance of the structure 
carrying the reproducible information. Adequacy of 
this conclusion follows from comparison to results 
of works [4,5] in which it was shown that emergence 
of any steady network automatically provides 
realization of the evolutionary mechanism offered 
in [3]. Namely stability of a network provides «the 
choice» of quite certain elements that are mostly 
answering to a new condition of system. 

Presumably, this mechanism could underlie the 
occurrence of primary elements which served as a 
prototype of macromolecules capable to bear the 
genetic information. It is necessary to emphasize that 
under certain conditions [10] periodic fluctuations 
of temperature in non equilibrium systems can arise 
spontaneously, too. Therefore, conditions in which 
there is a repeated overwriting of data in the neural 
network of molecular level, can also be implemented 
naturally. 

Certainly, the hypotheses stated in this work 
need further confirmations, however already at 
this stage of research it is admissible to assume 
that initiation of artificial evolution of molecular 
structures represents not only the academic, but 
also practical interest as one more instrument of 
receiving nanostructures.

Figure 3 – Relative intensity of the optical signal from the time, Сpol =  1%, 
СNaCl = 0,3%, T=2400 мc, τ =30 ms; time countdown is made from the 

beginning of measurements
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